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“The Italian beauty market is continuing to perform well.
Despite fluctuating levels of growth in consumer spending,
the leading specialists have continued to increase retail
sales – strengthening their position in the market and
stealing consumer spending away from the grocers and
department stores.”
– Samantha Dover, Retail Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Using online to engage beauty consumers and drive sales
Growing demand for natural and environmentally-friendly beauty products

Italian retailers have faced a difficult trading environment in recent years and the beauty retailers were
no exception, suffering declining sales in 2012 and 2013. However, spending on personal care goods
and services returned to growth in 2014 and has continued to rise since – albeit with fluctuating yearon-year average growth at 0.1% in 2015 and 1.6% in 2016. The specialist beauty retailers have
performed well in the last two years and as a result are strengthening their position in the market.
Meanwhile, non-specialists, such as the grocers and department stores, are losing share of spending on
beauty and personal care.
Italian beauty consumers still prefer the experience of shopping in-store for beauty. Whilst online
remains underdeveloped in Italy, it is a growing channel and as young shoppers become more
accustomed to online purchasing, it will become increasingly important for beauty retailers. The
specialists are slowly entering the online beauty retail domain, adding transactional sites to create a
multichannel proposition. However, a few of the leading retailers continue to stay away from ecommerce, which may impact on their growth in future as the number of consumers who shop for
beauty products online continues to rise.
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Colour cosmetics set to become the biggest segment
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Retail sales continue to rise, up 2.8% in 2015
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Attitudes to Shopping for Beauty Products
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Acqua & Sapone
What we think
Product assortment and widespread distribution
dm-drogerie markt’s planned Italy launch will boost competition
Online site rich in content, but missing out on online sales
Company background
Company performance
Figure 45: Acqua & Sapone: Estimated group sales performance, 2012-16
Figure 46: Acqua & Sapone: Estimated outlet data, 2012-16
Retail offering

A. S. Watson (Europe)
What we think
Solid performance
Service
New outlets
Marionnaud
Company background
Marionnaud
Company performance
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Figure 47: A. S. Watson (Europe): Group financial performance, 2011-15
Figure 48: A. S. Watson (Europe): Outlet data, 2011-15
Retail offering
Continental Europe
UK

The Body Shop
What we think
Enrich Not Exploit
Skincare products driving sales
Maximising mobile opportunities
New UK store concept offering an enhanced beauty shopping experience
Company background
Company performance
Figure 49: The Body Shop: Retail and consolidated sales, 2011-15
Figure 50: The Body Shop: Estimated UK sales performance, 2011-15
Figure 51: The Body Shop: Estimated outlet data, 2011-15
Retail offering

Douglas Group
What we think
Perfumes and fragrances market under pressure
E-commerce growth
Private label expansion
Exclusive brands on the rise
New store formats
Growth through acquisitions and store openings
Professional beauty potential
Company background
Company performance
Figure 52: Douglas Group: Group financial performance, 2011/12-2015/16
Figure 53: Douglas Group: Outlet data, 2011/12-2015/16
Retail offering

Kiko Milano
What we think
An authentic sensory in-store beauty shopping experience
Professional make-up artists’ recommendations bolster quality credentials
New smart technology-led store aimed at Millennials
Company background
Company performance
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Figure 54: Kiko Milano: Group sales performance, 2011-16
Figure 55: Kiko Milano: Estimated outlet data, 2011-16
Retail offering

Lush Retail
What we think
Distinctive USP that resonates with the 50% of consumers looking for natural beauty products
Transparency and authenticity
Enhanced store experience
Targeting fresh growth opportunities
Building a global open-source platform to connect its growing online community
Company background
Company performance
Figure 56: Lush Retail Ltd: Group financial performance, 2010/11-2014/15
Figure 57: Lush Retail Ltd: Outlet data, 2010/11-2014/15
Retail offering

Sephora
What we think
Revolutionising the beauty shopping experience…
…store concepts
…virtual and augmented reality
…mobile
Beauty-to-go
A new way to shop Sephora
New social media reward and mobile messaging e-gifting scheme
Company background
Company performance
Figure 58: LVMH: Selective Retailing sales and estimated Sephora retail sales, 2011-15
Figure 59: Sephora: Outlet data, 2011-15
Retail offering

Yves Rocher
What we think
Natural beauty
Environmentally-friendly option
New app bridging the online and offline experience
New experienced-based retail concept rolled out across more stores
Company background
Company performance
Figure 60: Rocher Groupe: Estimated group sales performance, 2011-15
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Figure 61: Rocher Groupe: Estimated outlet data, 2011-15
Retail offering
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